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TERMS AND CONDITIONS 
This Client Agreement provides, in addition to any annexes and other accompanying documents as 

amended from time to time (this "Agreement") the terms of the contract between us and you. Please 

read this agreement carefully and let us know as soon as possible whether something is incomprehensible. 

 

1. Communicate with Us 

You are entering an agreement with with TechCapital Process OÜ, located in Kaarli pst.1, Tallinn, Estonia. 

You can communicate with us in writing (including faxing), email, or other electronic methods, or verbally 

(including the telephone). In addition, our website contains more details about our company and our 

services as well as other information related to this agreement. In the event of any conflict between the 

terms of this Agreement and our website, this Agreement is referred to. 

 

2. The Character of the Company 

We act as an agent and not as agent or vicar for you, and you enter into this agreement in its original 

capacity and not by proxy (or trusteeship) for another person. We will treat you as a retail agent for the 

purposes of subject to the provisions of the exchange of foreign exchange and applicable regulations. You 

are entitled to request your classification in any other customer category. However, if you request y our 

rating to any other customer rating and we agree to this rating, you will lose the protection provided by 

some foreign exchange rules and applicable regulations. This may include , but is not limited to: 

2.1. The requirement that the company act in accordance with your best interests, 

2.2. Our commitment to provide you with appropriate information before providing services, 

2.3. Restricting the payment or receipt of any incentives, 

2.4. Our commitment to implementing your orders as best as possible, 

2.5. The requirement to apply procedures and arrangements that will implement your orders 

promptly, appropriately and effectively, 

2.6. Our commitment to ensuring that all information we provide you is relevant, clear and not 

misleading, 

2.7. The requirement to receive adequate and adequate reports from us regarding the services 

provided to you. 

 

3. The Entry Force of the Convention 

This Agreement supersedes and supersedes any other agreement between us and you on the same 

subject, and this Agreement becomes effective as soon as we notify you of your consent via our website. 

This Agreement shall apply to all transactions contemplated under this Agreement. 

 

4. Subject to Applicable Regulation 
This Agreement and all Transactions shall be governed by the applicable regulations as follows: 
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4.1. If there is any conflict between this Agreement and any applicable regulations, the applicable 

regulations will be invoked, 

4.2. Nothing in this Agreement shall prevent or restrict any obligation to us under applicable 

regulations, 

4.3. We can ignore or take any action we deem necessary to ensure that any applicable regulations 

are followed, 

4.4. All applicable regulations in addition to any work we do or ignore to do in order to comply with 

the applicable regulations are binding on you, 

4.5. The actions that we perform or ignore in order to comply with applicable regulations do not 

expose the Company or any of its directors, employees, agents or agents to legal liability. 
 

5. Account Verification Documentation 
Each Trading Account Applicant must be approved and accepted by the Company prior trading. 

5.1. Identity 

 

5.1.1. For each new customer we will collect: 

 

a. The customer’s name 

b. Date of birth 
c. A proof of address such as bank statements, uti lity bill, driver’s license 
d. Valid Governmental identification card number showing nationality or residence, and photo 

ID 

e. Above $2,000.00 of Total Deposits, a Credit Card Confirmation form is required to be signed 

by the Card holder. 

 

5.1.2. For each new customer which is an entity, we will collect: 

 

a. The customer’s business name. 

b. Principals place of business. 

c. Proof of business such as bank statements, utility bill etc. 

d. Government issued identification or tax number. 

e. Other government issued documentation certifying the existence of the business or 

enterprise such as certified articles of incorporation, a government issued business 

license, a partnership agreement or a trust instrument. 

 

We will not accept an account without the required identification information. If the entity is a trust 

or similar, personal identification information as outlined in the previous paragraph will be needed 
for the account controller. 

 

In the event a customer does not present a valid government ID; and /or the firm is not familiar 

with the documents the customer provides; and /or the customer opens the account without 
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appearing in person; and /or any other circumstances that increase the risk that the company will 

not be able to verify the true identity of the customer though documents an account will not be 

accessed for trading. 

 
5.2. We reserve the right to periodically request additional and up-to-date documentation and/or data 

from you, in order to ensure that our records are up to date. This does not negate your 
responsibility to ensure that you advise us, in a timely manner, of all changes to your personal 
situation. 

5.3. We are entitled to rely on the information you provide us with unless we are aware that such 
information is manifestly out of date, inaccurate or incomplete. We have no responsibility for the 
information which you provide to us and we may assess your knowledge, experience and 
appropriateness on the basis of the information you provide to us. 

5.4. Withdrawals from your Trading Account should be made using the same method used by you to 
fund your Trading Account and to the same remitter. We reserve the right to decline or cancel a 
withdrawal request with a specific payment method and suggest another payment method for 
which you will need to proceed with a new withdrawal request and supply further supporting 
documentation, upon request, for our internal checks and proper processing of the withdrawal 
request. 

5.5. The Company has the Right to Postpone and or to put on hold any monetary Transaction 
requested in the Client’s Trading Account (Such as Trading Bonus and/or Withdrawal Request that 
is submitted by the client) due to missing requested data/information and/or documentation for 
the verification of his/her identity (see clause 5.1.). 

 

6. The Work Carried Out by the Supervisory Body 

In the event of any action by a regulatory body that affects transactions, we may, in our reasonable  and 

reasonable judgment, perform any work that we deem desirable and necessary to comply with such action 

or to minimize any losses caused by such action. This work will be binding on you. If a regulatory body 

does research on any of your transactions, you agree to cooperate with us and provide immediate 
information about the search. 

6.1. Gulftrader has some of the necessary requirements for margin trading: 
6.1.1. The customer must have sufficient margins to open and close trading positions.  
6.1.2. Gulftrader has the right to close any transaction when there is not enough margin. 
6.1.3. Gulftrader has the right to change any margin requirements as needed. 
6.1.4. Any trades with a margin ratio of less than 15% will be closed. 

 

7. The Subject Matter of This Agreement 

This Agreement sets out the basis upon which we will provide you with the Services. This Agreement 

governs all transactions that have been entered into or are still in force between us during or after the 

implementation of this Agreement. 
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8. Expenses 

You shall pay our fees as agreed with you from time to time and will incur any other charges or expenses 

imposed by the Clearing House as well as interest on any amount due to us at the rates that we will impose 

later (available upon request). A copy of our current fee is available on our website. You will be notified 

of any changes to the fees prior to the time of the amendment. 

 

9. Additional Costs 
You must be aware of the possibility of taxes and other fees that have not been paid or imposed by us.  

 

10. Payments 
All payments to us under this Agreement shall be made in the currency which we shall assign from time 

to time to the bank account assigned by us for such purposes. All payments must be made with your 
knowledge without deduction or deduction. 

 

11. Reward and Contribute to the Fees 

We may contribute fees in conjunction with a partner or other third party in respect of transactions 

executed on your behalf. As you wish, you can find details about this bonus or participate in the 

arrangement. We can also pay fees and commissions to people who do business with us. If you would like 

more information about the fees and commissions, we pay to business providers, please let us know and 
we will provide you with more information. 

 

12. The Convention 

12.1. Explanation of some terms in this Agreement: 

 

 The term "account" means the account you opened with us and is assigned to a specific 

account number. 

 "Partner" means a company in the same group of companies as an agent we, or any 

company in our group of companies, another with whom we have a relationship is 

expected to produce a set of common interests between us and them. 

 "Base Currency" means the United States Dollar. 

 "Customer Money Rules" means the rules set out in paragraph 18 (j) of the Act providing 

for the provision of investment services, the exercise of investment activities, the 

operation of regulated markets and other related matters, instructions and periodicals 

issued under this paragraph. It is amended from time to time by the British Securities and 

Exchange Commission. 

 "CFD" or what is known for short as "CFD" means the financial instrument provided for in 

paragraph (g) in Part III of Annex III of the Act, which provides for the provision of 

investment services and the exercise of investment activities and operation of regulated 
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markets and other related matters. "Provider of credit support "Means any person who 

has entered into a security, mortgage, agreement, margin agreement or security 

agreement in our favor in connection with your obligations under this Agreement.  

 “Electronic Services" means the services we provide, for example an online trading 

service that allows customers to obtain information Internet trading facilities, WAP 

(WAP) and / or e-mail routing system. 

 "Default" means any case of default referred to in Clause 16.1 to Clause 16.6 of 

Clause 16 (Cases of default). 

 "Execution" means the completion of Customer Orders on the Company's trading 

platform, where the Company acts as an agent for the Customer's transactions. 

 The abbreviation "OTC" means "off-exchange" and refers to off-exchange transactions.         

 "Online trading system" means the online trading system available on our website, 

which allows you to provide us with instructions. 

 "System" means all software and hardware of the computer hardware and facilities 

provided by the network and all other resources and facilities necessary to enable you 

to use the electronic service. 

 "Transaction" means any transaction subject to this Agreement that includes CFDs, Spot 

Contracts, Futures Contracts of all types, futures, options or other derivative contracts 

in respect of any commodity or financial instrument (including all bonds), currency, 

interest rate, index or any combination And any other transaction or f inancial 

instrument we are licensed to deal with under the Law from time to time to be agreed 

upon between us. 

 

12.2.  General Explanation 

 

Any reference in this Convention to a "clause" or "annex" shall be interpreted as a reference, 

respectively, to an article or an addendum to this Convention, unless otherwise required by 

the context. References in this Agreement to any law, legal document or legislation in force 

include any change, amendment, extension or reissue of a relevant law. Any reference in this 

Convention to a document should be interpreted as a reference that includes any electronic 

document. The words used in masculine form will also include feminine and neutral 

meaning. The words used in the singular will also include the plural meaning of the plural, 

and vice versa as long as the text permits or requires this. The words and phrases specified in 

the provisions of the exchange of foreign exchange and the regulations in force shall enjoy 

the same meaning as this Convention unless expressly and expressly specified in this 

Convention.         

 

12.3. The terms in the attached Annex (as amended from time to time) shall apply. From time to 

time, we may send you other transaction-related supplements. In the event of any conflict 

between the provisions of any Annex to this Agreement, the terms of the Annex shall be 

invoked. If an item is specifically provided for in an annex to a transaction, this clause does 

not preclude the application of a similar provision expressly or implicitly in relation to any 

other transaction. You acknowledge and agree to read and understand the Annexes to this 

Agreement. 
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12.4. Titles 

Titles are used for reference only and are not part of this Agreement.  

 

12.5. We only deal on an implementation basis and not advise on the merits of specific transactions 

or their tax implications.  

      
12.6. Special and Appropriate Assessment 

If you ask us to make a transaction you acknowledge that you are solely responsible for your 

own independent evaluation and research on the risks of the transaction. You acknowledge 

that you have sufficient knowledge and knowledge of market developments, complexities, 

professional advice and experience that will enable you to make your own assessment of the 

merits and risks of any transaction. We will not make any warranty as to the sui tability of the 

products traded under this Agreement and will not perform the credit obligati on in your 
relationship. 

12.7. Information and Investment Research 

 

Where we provide general trading recommendations and market reports or other 

information: 

 

12.7.1.  This is a paradox for your dealings with us. This information and reports are provided 
solely to enable you to make your own investment decisions and does not amount to 
advice, 

12.7.2.  If the document contains a restriction on a person or group of persons prepared for 

or distributed to this document, you agree that you will not pass this document to this 

person or group of persons, 

12.7.3.  We do not make any representation, warranty or warranty as to the accuracy or 

completeness of this information or in relation to the tax liabilities of any transaction, 

12.7.4.  If the information is in the form of a document containing a restriction on a person or 

group of persons involved in this document or distributed to this document, you agree 

that you will not pass this document in violation of this restriction, 

12.7.5.  You accept prior to posting that we may have acted accordingly or used the 

information on which such recommendations and reports are based. We make no 

representations about the time of your receipt and we cannot guarantee that you will 

receive this information at the same time as other customers. Any research reports or 

recommendations posted on one or more screens may be available for the 

information service. 

 

Please refer to the Conflict of Interest Policy for more information on how we manage 

conflicts that may affect the integrity of our investment research 

 

12.8. Instructions and fundamentals of transactions 
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12.8.1.  Place Instruction 

You may give us instructions in the Gulftrader Trading Office in electronic form via 

Gulftrader's online trading platform or orally on the telephone, unless we specifically 

inform you of instructions in which you can provide us with instructions. If you give 

instructions by phone, the conversation will be recorded. If we receive instructions by 

telephone, computer or other means, we may ask you to confirm these instructions in 

writing. We are entitled to follow instructions even if they fail to confirm them in 

writing.        

"Instructions" and "Orders" shall have the same meaning in this Agreement.  

 

12.8.2.  Delegation 

We are entitled to deal with you on instructions given or alleged to be given by you or 

by any person authorized on your behalf without further information as to the truth, 

authorization or identity of the person giving or claiming to give such instructions, your 

password and your password. If your account is a shared account, then you agree that 

we are authorized to act on the instructions of anyone who opens the account on their 

behalf without any additional queries. We will not be held responsible for any further 

inquiries regarding this clear authorization, and we will also not be liable for the 

consequences of any acts that may or may not be performed with our knowledge on 

the basis of such instructions or on the express authority of such persons. 

 

12.8.3.  Cancel / Remove Instructions 

We may cancel your instructions only if we do not act on these instructions. You may 

not withdraw or modify the instructions without our consent. 

 

12.8.4.  The right not to accept orders may us - but we will not be obliged to – accept 

instructions to enter into a transaction. If we refuse to enter into a planned 

transaction, we are not obliged to give reasons, but we will  notify you immediately. 

 

12.8.5.  Reviewing Orders Before Execution 

We may (but are not obliged to) set limits and / or controls to review your ability to 

place orders at our sole discretion. We may modify, increase, reduce, remove, or add 

to the limits and / or controls at our sole discretion. These limits and / or controls may 

include (but are not limited to) the following: 

 

a. Review maximum amounts of orders and maximum orders,         

b. Reviewing the total exposure to you,         

c. Reviewing the prices at which orders may be submitted (to include (but not limited 

to) reviewing orders placed at a price that is very different from the market price 

at the time the price is submitted to the order log), (Including but not limited to) 

any verification procedures to ensure that any special orders or orders come from 

you), or * any other limits, controls or revisions that may be required for 

implementation in accordance with applicable legislation.         

d. Execute commands         
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We will use our reasonable and reasonable attempts and endeavors to execute orders 

immediately, but if we accept your orders, we will not endorse or guarantee that this 

will be possible or that the implementation process will be possible in accordance with 

your instructions. If we have any serious difficulties with the proper implementation 

of any order on your behalf, we will  notify you immediately. 

 

12.9. Confirmations 

At the end of each trading day, confirmation of all transactions we have executed on your 

behalf on this trading day will be available through your electronic account on our website. 

You will be responsible for notifying us if there are any incorrect confirmations prior to 

settlement. In the absence of a clear, convincing, final and binding error, such assurances will 

be yours unless we receive your written objection within five business days from the date of 

such confirmation to you via our website or we will notify you that there is an error in the 

confirmation process within same period. 

 

12.10. Implementation and Settlement 

You shall provide any instructions, funds or documents you may provide in the light of any 

transaction in accordance with this transaction, which may be modi fied in accordance with 

any instructions provided by you. 

 

12.11. The Limits of the Apprehension 

We may ask you to limit the number of open positions you may hold with us at any time. We 

may also close one or more transactions according to our sole discretion to ensure that the 

limits of this agreement are maintained. 

 

12.12. Pull Operations 

You may, under the terms of this Agreement and the applicable regulations and all terms 

attached to any related payments we provide under a Rewards or Debit Plan we operate 

without prejudice to these terms, withdraw any funds from your account on the basis of 24-

hour written notice provided it is not used These funds are for margin purposes or if they 

become due to us. If you request to withdraw funds from your account and we are unable 

to do so without closing some parts of your open positions, we will not be able to fulfill your 

request until you have closed enough centers to allow us to make the withdrawal. No 

withdrawals will be made at your request or under a wire transfer to your account on your 

behalf or through a bank check payable to you, personally or in any other manner that we 

may determine at our discretion. 

 

It is agreed that all funds received by the Company, regardless of the currency of the Client’s 

trading account, will be converted and refunded in Euros (€). The Company may determine 

in our discretion the currency exchange rate and then assign that currency exchange rate to 

your transaction. You agree to this procedure and accept our determination of the currency 

exchange rate.  You acknowledge that: 
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 Our currency exchange rates are different from rates offered or reported by third 

parties; 

 Currency exchange rates offered by other brokers, or shown at other sources 

(including online sources) may be different from our rates; 

 Currency exchange rates can be highly volatile and may change frequently during a 

day; and    

 You assume all risks and costs relating to or arising from fluctuations in the exchange 

rates between currencies. 

 

12.13. Time is the essence of the Convention 

Time is the essence of the Agreement for all of your obligations under this Agreement 

(including any transaction).         

 

13. Terms of Electronic Trading 
 

13.1. Scope 

These terms apply to your use of any electronic services.         

 

13.2. Access 

Once you have reviewed the security procedures associated with any electronic service we 

provide, you will be able to access this service unless otherwise agreed or otherwise stated on 

our website. Normally, our online services will be available continuously from 9:00 pm GMT 

(21:00) on Sundays to 9:00 pm GMT (21:00) on Fridays (winter time) every week except public 

holidays. The Forex market is not running. Please visit our website for more details on running 

times. We may change security at any time, and we will notify you of any ne w procedures that 

apply to you as soon as possible. 

       

13.3. Limitations on Services Provided There may be restrictions on the number of transactions you 

can hold on any day and for the total value of these transactions when using any electronic 

service. Please refer to our website for details of the limits imposed on transactions executed 

through our online services. 

 

13.4. Access Requirements 
You will be responsible for providing the system that allows you to use  any electronic services.  

13.5. MT4 Platform (electronic service) is owned by GulfTrader, located at Trust Company Complex, 

Ajeltake Road, Ajeltake Island, Majuro, Marshall Islands MH96960. 

 

13.6. Virus Detection will be responsible for the installation and proper use of any virus scanning and 

virus detection software we request from time to time. 

 

13.7. Use of Information, Data and Programs 
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If you receive any data, information or software through any electronic service other than data, 

information or software that you are entitled to receive in accordance with this Agreement, you 

will notify us immediately and will not use such data, information or software in any way. 

 

13.8. Compliance with Standards 

When using any electronic service you must comply with the following: 

 

13.8.1.  Ensure that the system is in good condition and that it is suitable for use with this 

electronic service; 

13.8.2.  Perform certain tests and provide the information we deem reasonably necessary to 

determine whether the system meets the requirements we notify you from time to time; 

13.8.3.  Perform anti-virus checks at regular intervals; 

13.8.4.  Notify us immediately of any unauthorized access to any electronic service, unauthorized 

transaction or any instructions you identify or suspect and atte mpt to stop such 

unauthorized use - if within your control; 

13.8.5.  Do not leave the terminals through which you access this electronic service at any time 

and do not allow anyone to use Terminal Services until you sign out of this electronic 

service. 

 

13.8.6.  System Defects 

When you know of any physical defect, defect or virus in the system or in any electronic 

service, you must immediately notify us of such defect, defect or virus and discontinue 

this electronic service until you obtain a permit to continue using it. 

 

13.8.7.  Intellectual property 

All patent, copyrights, design rights, trademark rights and any other intellectual property 

rights (whether registered or unregistered) relating to electronic services remain the 

property of us or our licensors. You may not copy, tamper, manipulate, alter, modify or 

modify the electronic services or any portions of them unless expressly permitted in 

writing. You may not reversely collect, disassemble or resolve the electronic services to 

do the same or permit an act of the same, except for acts expressly permitted by law to 

date. For any copies of such electronic services created in accordance with the law, they 

are subject to the terms and conditions of this Agreement. You must ensure that all 

trademarks of the licensors, copyright and l imited rights notices are copied to these 

copies. You must keep a recent written record of copying these electronic services that 

you have created. If requested, you must provide us with a statement of the number and 

location of copies of the electronic service as soon as it becomes reasonably practicable. 

    

13.8.8.  Liability and indemnity the following terms apply to our electronic services without 

prejudice to any other terms of this Agreement with respect to the determination of 

liability and the provision of compensation. 

 

13.9. System Errors we will not be liable to you for any damages you may incur as a result of errors in 

the transmission process or for any technical errors, malfunctions or illegal interference in the 
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network devices, over-load of the network or prohibition of harmful access by third parties, 

Disconnection cases or other problems by ISPs. You acknowledge that access to electronic 

services may be limited or unavailable as a result of such system errors and that we reserve the 

right to disable access to electronic services for this reason upon notice.     

     

13.10. Delays 

 

We will not accept or accept any other software provider responsible for any delay, inaccuracy, 

errors or omissions in any data provided to you in connection with any electronic service. 

 

13.11. Viruses coming from any electronic service We will not be liable to you (whether in connection 

with any contract or any damages including negligence) if any viruses, worms, software bombs 

or anything similar to the system are entered by any electronic service or any programs we 

provide In order to help you use the electronic service provided that we have taken reasonable 

steps to prevent the entry of any such items. 

 

13.12. Viruses coming from your system 

You will ensure that no computer viruses, worms, software bombs or anything similar to our 

computer system or computer network are entered. You will also compensate us, upon 
request, for any losses incurred as a result of the entry of any of these  things into our system. 

13.13. Unauthorized Use We will not be liable for any losses, liabilities or costs arising from any 

unauthorized use of the electronic service. You will, upon request, indemnify us and protect 

us from any and all losses, liabilities, judgments, suits, suits, suits, claims, damages and costs 

arising from or arising from any action or omission by any person using any electronic service 

through the use of your specific passwords Declare this use or you have not. 

 

13.14. Markets 

We shall not be liable for any conduct of any stock exchange, clearinghouse or any regulatory 

body or any act carried out under the instructions of these entities. 

 

13.15. Temporarily Suspend or Withdraw the Service Under Notice. 

We may temporarily suspend or withdraw any electronic service by giving you 24-hour written 

notice. 

 

13.16. Immediate stop or permanent withdrawal 

We have the right - unilaterally and through immediate implementation - to disable your ability 

to use any electronic service or any part thereof temporarily or permanently without notice 

when we feel it is necessary or preferable to do so, for example due to non-compliance with 

applicable regulations Or any breach of this Agreement or any default, network problems, 

power supply failure, maintenance or protection if there is any breach of your security 

protection. In addition, the use of any electronic service may be terminated automatically upon 

termination of any of the following (for any reason): 

 

13.16.1. Any license granted to us relating to the electronic service; 
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13.16.2. In the event that you terminate the use of any electronic service for any reason at our 

request, you shall - as we choose - refer to us or destroy all hardware, software and 

documentation we have provided to you in connection with this electronic service and any 
copies thereof. 

 

14. Customer funds 

We deal with funds that we collect from you or that we hold on your behalf in accordance with the 
requirements of the Customer Funds Rules. 

14.1. Benefits 

As a customer, you will acknowledge and confirm that no interest will be received on the 

balance in your account. 

 

14.2. Foreign Banks, Broker, Settlement Agent, or Counterparty 

We may retain Client's funds on your behalf. The legal and regulatory regime applicable to any 

of these banks or persons will be different from the legal or regulatory system. In the event of 

bankruptcy or any other similar legal proceedings with respect to this bank or person, your 

money may be treated differently. We shall not be responsible for the bankruptcy, 

misappropriation or shortfall of others referred to in this clause. 

 

14.3.    Unclaimed Client Funds 

You agree that we may stop dealing with your funds as Customer Funds if there are no 

movements of your credit for six years. We need to send you a letter to your last known 

address to inform you of our intention to stop dealing with your balance as client funds with a 

28-day chance to make a claim. 

 

14.4. Arrangements for Margin Setting 

 

14.4.1.  Contingent Liabilities 

When we execute or prepare a transaction, you must be aware that based on the 

nature of the transaction you may be responsible for making other payments when 

you fail to complete the transaction, early settlement or early closing of your position. 

You may be required to make other variable payments by margin in exchange for the 

purchase price of the investment rather than paying (or receiving) the entire purchase 

price (or sale) immediately. The movement in the market price of your investments 

will affect the margin amount you will be required to pay. We will monitor your margin 

requirements on a daily basis and will notify you as soon as it is possible to pay any 

margin required under this clause reasonably. 

 

14.4.2.  Margin Appeal 

You agree to pay us - upon request - these funds through margin which are payable 

from time to time as we may - in our sole discretion - reasonably demand for the 
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purpose of protecting us from losses or risk of losses associated with current or future 

transactions or Anticipated under this Convention. 

 

14.4.3.   Failure to Respond to Margin Call 

Please note that if you fail to respond to a margin call, we may close  the center 

immediately. 

 

14.4.4.  Clearing at default 

In case of default or termination of this Agreement, we will deduct the cash margin 

balance we owe you in return for your obligations (in our reasonable judgment). For 

the net amount - if any - payable between us after such clearing, it shall take into 

account the amount of liquidation due under Section 16.5 (Liquidation). 

 

14.5. Other Warranties 

We agree to the execution of these other documents and to take other steps that we may 

reasonably require to improve our security rights and to obtain legal rights in protected 

obligations.        

        

14.6. Negative Mortgage 

We pledge that we will not place any security rights on which we have any outstanding security 

rights and we do not agree to waive or transfer any monetary margin transferred to us except 

for any mortgage that is routinely imposed on all securities in the clearing system that is held 

in it. 

        

14.7.   General Right to Arrest 

In addition to any rights that may be granted to us under this Agreement or any applicable 

regulations and without prejudice to any of these rights or regulations, we reserve the general 

right to hold all the money held or retained by our partners or appointees on our behalf 

Protected obligations are met. 

 

14.8. The definition of “protected obligations" means the net obligation owed to us after the 

application of the clearing-off under regulation 8/5 (set-off on default). 

 

14.9. Pledges and guarantees and covenants that you represent and warrant us following the date 

of entry into force of this Agreement and as of the date of completion of each transaction:  

 

14.9.1.  If you are a natural person, you acknowledge and ensure that you are of legal age 

and you are enjoying full legal capacity to enter into this Agreement; 

14.9.2.  If you are not a natural person, 

14.9.3.  That you are an entity duly organized, established and legally enforceable under the 

applicable laws of the Court under which you were created; 

14.9.4.  That you are duly authorized to execute and deliver this Agreement and all 

transactions and to perform all obligations contemplated under this Agreement; 
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14.9.5.  And that any natural person who performs and delivers this Agree ment on your 

behalf and the execution of the transactions and the fulfillment of all obligations 

contemplated under this Agreement are delegated by you and have been notified by 

providing all necessary and / or substantiated information; 

14.9.6.  You have all the powers and authorities, approvals and the necessary licenses and 

permits , and that you have taken all the necessary measures that will allow you to 

legally enter into this agreement and its implementation, as well as the deal contract 

and the provision of powers and the rights of security referred to in this Convention; 

14.9.7.  You have delegated the persons who enter into this Agreement and made the whole 

transaction on your behalf duly authorized to do so; we have been notified by 

providing information about their relationship to you by providing the necessary and 

/ or substantiated information; 

14.9.8.  This agreement and all the deal and obligations arising thereunder are binding on 

you and must be implemented to you according to their terms (based on the 

applicable principles of justice) and they do not and will not violate the terms of any 

regulations or requests, fees or agreements abide by them; 

14.9.9.  There has been no default or any event that may become (over time, or by notice or 

identification of anything or any combination of the above events) default ("probable 

default") and does not occur continuously at present Related to you or any other 

credit support provider; 

14.9.10. If you wish to open more than one account now or in the future as a single customer 

(a private person) or as a beneficial owner of a corporate client (person) Legal) you 

must immediately inform us that you are the beneficial owner of the account (s) 

during the account opening process as well as provide us with the necessary 

information and / or documents relating to the nature of the relationship between 

the ordinary and / or legal person. 

14.9.11. That any information you provide or have provided to us with respect to your 

financial position, premises or other matters is accurate and not primarily misleading; 

14.9.12. That you will incur any total loss of money as a result of making transactions and that 

you have the ability to afford this loss financially and that trading in such transactions 

is an appropriate investment for you; 

14.9.13. You are the sole beneficial owner of the total margin you transfer under this 

Agreement and you have no security rights other than the right of seizure that is 

routinely imposed on all securities in the clearing system in which such securities are 
held, unless otherwise agreed with us that. 

 

15. Covenants 
You have to undertake to: 

15.1. You will get at all times on all powers and authorities, approvals, licenses and permits referred 

to in this item and that you will abide by it and take all necessary measures to keep the 

procedures in force; 
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15.2. You will immediately notify us of any default or possible default in respect of you or any Credit 

Support Provider; 

15.3. That you will take all reasonable steps to comply with all applicable regulations in relation to 

this Agreement and any transactions as long as they apply to you and us; 

15.4. You will not send any requests or take any action that may give a false impression about the 

request or value of any financial instrument or send any requests that you believe are based 

on reasons you have violated the applicable regulations. By utilizing the accounts you may have 

in Gulftrader, with orders that disrupt the system, and 

15.5. That upon request, you will provide us with such information that we may reasonably request 

to substantiate the matters referred to in this clause or to comply with any applicable 

regulations. 

 

16. Defaults 
The following cases represent defaults: 

16.1. When you fail to pay any amount due under this Agreement, or to comply with any provision 

of this Agreement or to execute any provision, and such failure shall continue for one w orking 

day after we have given notice of non-performance to you; 

 

16.2.  When you initiate any claim or take any action by which you seek or intend to liquidate, 

reorganize, make certain arrangements, reach settlement or freeze loans, defer payment of 

debt or any other similar means of discharge with respect to you or (Including any corporate 

law or any law that may apply to you, in the event of bankruptcy), or if you seek to appoint any 

guardian, guardian, liquidator or trustee A manager, a guard or any other similar employee 

(each called a "guard") to you or any part of your assets If you take any joint actions to delegate 

any of the above persons and in the case of reorganization, arrangement or settlement, we do 

not agree to submit the proposals; 

 

16.3. The Company reasonably suspects that the Client performed abusive trading such as, but not 

limited to Snipping, Scalping, Pip-hunting, Hedging, placing “buy stop” or “sell stop” Orders 

prior to the release of financial data, arbitrage, manipulations or a combinati on of 

faster/slower feeds. 

 

16.4. If you initiate any non-voluntary action or take any other action against you with the intent or 

intent to liquidate, reorganize, make certain arrangements, reach settlement or freeze loans, 

defer payment of debt or other similar means of discharge in connection with you or (Including 

any corporate law or any law that may apply to you, in the event of bankruptcy), or when you 

seek to assign any guard to you or any essential part of your assets, and This optional suit or 

other actions: 

 

16.4.1.  Were rejected within five days of their submission or submission;     

16.4.2.  Or has been rejected within this period but on the basis of insufficient assets to cover 

the costs of such proceedings or other legal proceedings; 
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16.4.3.  In the event of your death or if you have suffered from mental illness or if you are 

unable to meet your debts when you become due or upon bankruptcy or insolvency 

as specified by any bankruptcy or insolvency law that applies to you; or in the event 

that you do not pay any debts on your due date, Or if such debt becomes available 

at any time, or if such debt is due or payable under agreements or bonds evidencing 

such debt before it becomes due and payable, or in the event of any proceeding, 

lawsuit or proceeding Legal provisions on this Convention, both with regard to 

enforcement and confiscation (I) your property, projects or assets (tangible or 

intangible) or any part of it or the ownership of any real estate agent or any part 

thereof; 

16.4.4.  If any credit support provider (or any custodian acting on your behalf or the credit 

support provider) disclaims, disclaims or disclaims any obligation under this 

Agreement, any security, mortgage agreement, agreement, margin document, 

guarantee or other documentation ("Credit Support Provider"), or you are in our 

favor with the support of any of your obligations under this Agreement (each "Credit 

Support Document"); 

16.4.5.  Any undertaking or guarantee issued, made available or taken into account that it 

has been issued or made by you under this Agreement or under any credit support 

document that has been proved to be fundamentally fraudulent or misleading at the 

time it was issued or made available or at the time it is considered to have been 

Issued or submitted; 

16.4.6.  If you fail any provider of credit support or if you failed to implement or abide by any 

agreement or fulfill any obligation should you or credit support provider to fulfill it or 

implemented in accordance with the applicable credit support document;   

16.4.7.  If any credit support document has expired or has become ineffective or not effective 

before you fulfill all of your obligations under this Agreement, unless we have agreed 

in writing that this does not constitute default; 

16.4.8.  Any undertaking or guarantee issued, provided or taken into account that it has been 

issued or submitted by any credit support provider pursuant to any credit support 

document that has been proved to be fundamentally fraudulent or misleading at the 

time it was issued or made available or at the time it is considered to have been 

Issued or submitted; 

16.4.9.  In the event of any event referred to in Clause 16 (Cases of default) for any credit 

support provider; 

16.4.10. We believe that it is necessary or required to protect us , or for any action taken or 

any event occurs and we see that it may have any material adverse effect on your 

ability to fulfill any of your obligations under this Convention;         

16.4.11. Failure to inform us or not to inform us that you are the beneficial owner of more 

than one account of ours and / or that you are a financial manager representative of  

any other customer we have. 

16.4.12. In the event of any default (however described and clarified) in relation to you under 

any other agreement between us.   

 

16.5. Liquidation 
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In the event of any default, we may exercise our rights under this clause, except in the event 

of any default described in clause 16, the automatic termination clause referred to in this 

clause shall apply. 

 

16.5.1.  Date of Liquidation 

In accordance with the following sub-clause, at any time after any default has occurred, 

we may, by notice to you, to terminate and liquidate the transactions in accordance 

with this clause. 

 

16.5.2.  Automatic Termination 

In accordance with the following sub-clause, at any time after any default has occurred, 

we may, by notice to you, to terminate and liquidate the transactions in accordance 

with this clause. 

 

16.5.3.  Calculation of liquidation amount by the date of liquidation: 

 

16.5.3.1.  We will not be obliged to pay any additional amounts or to provide any 

additional items under any transactions that have become enforceable - 

except for this item - either on the liquidation date or after the liquidation 

date. These obligations must have been met by settling the settlement 

amount  (Either through payment or clearing) Or in any other manner);  

16.5.3.2.  We shall - at the date of liquidation or after the date of liquidation as soon as 

reasonably possible) determine (through deduction, if appropriate) for each 

transaction referred to in Regulation 11.4 (a) Total Cost or Total Loss - As the 

case may be - or profits in each case expressed in the principal currency we 

determine in writing or failure in any similar determination, or the legal 

currency of the United States (including the loss of any transaction or 

financing costs or - no recurrence - any costs, losses or As the case may be - 

or profits as a result of termination of any financial hedge or any related 

trading position Liquidation, acquisition, execution or re-establishment (as a 

result of termination of any payment or delivery - in accordance with this 

Agreement - which may be required to be effected under this Transaction) 

with the fulfilment of all prior applicable obligations and taking into account 

- if appropriate - Account date or official settlement rates; 

16.5.3.3.  We have to deal with any cost or loss that occurs to us - specified as above - 

as a positive amount and each profit we provide - as specified also - as a 

negative amount and total of these amounts for one net positive or negative 

amount determined in the base currency "); 

16.5.3.4.  Based process of payment If the amount of the specified liquidation under 

this item is a positive amount, you have to pay us and if it is negative, we 

have to pay for you. We must also notify the amount of liquidation and to 

who must pay after this amount is calculated on immediately.         

 

16.5.4.  Other Transactions 
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When the process of termination and l iquidation of Bam In accordance with this 

clause, we also have the right, as we see fit, to terminate and liquidate any other 

transactions with us which will subsequently be suspended in accordance with the 

provisions of this clause. 

 

16.6. Payment the Settlement 

Amount shall be paid in the base currency upon termination of work on the business day 

following the completion of the winding-up and liquidation under this clause (which is 

converted in accordance with the applicable law to any other currency or any costs in respect 

of such loading which you must bear) If any (of any amount paid to you). Any settlement 

amount that has not been paid on the due date should be treated as unpaid and therefore 

interest is charged at the deposit rate in the currency in which this amount is paid by the 

major banks on the London Interbank Market as of 11:00 am (London time) (Or if this price 

is not available, it is offered at any reasonable price we may choose) plus 1% per annum for 

each day that remains unpaid. 

 

16.6.1.  The Base Currency 

For the purposes of any calculation, we may transfer the amounts determined in any 

other currency to the base currency at any prevailing rate at the time of the 

calculation, which is the time we reasonably need to choose. 

 

16.6.2.  Payments 

If a liquidation date is not resolved or if it is not effectively determined, we will not 

be obliged to make any payment or delivery that we have to make under any 

transaction as long as any default or incident has occurred (over time), Or by 

providing notice or identifying anything under it or any combination of the above 

events) with respect to you. 

 

16.6.3.  Additional Rights 

The rights granted to us under this clause shall be added to any other rights we may 

have, are not limited to or excluded from (either under any agreement or the  validity 

of any law or the like). 

 

16.6.4.  One Agreement 

This Agreement represents the specific terms and conditions applicable to each 

transaction under this Agreement, together with all modifications made to it by one 

agreement between us. Therefore, we acknowledge that all transactions concluded 

on or after the date of entry into force of this Agreement shall be held on the 

understanding that the Agreement and all of these Terms constitute one agreement 

between us. 

 

16.6.5.  Rights associated with default 

 

16.6.6.  Defaults 
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In the event of default at any time after we have - as we may alone believe - 

determined that you have not performed any of your obligations to us (or we 

reasonably believe that you will not be able to fulfil them or you will not wish to 

comply with them). In addition to any rights under Section 16.5 (Liquidation), we will 

have the right to - without prior notice to you: 

16.6.6.1.  Instead of returning to you, we will have the right to equal investments for your 

account  to pay the fair market value of these investments to you While we 

exercise this right; 

16.6.6.2.  Sale of Your Investments When you own or own any particular person or party 

designated under this Agreement, and in each case we may choose - as we deem 

alone - or under such terms as we may deem appropriate Liability for any loss or 

loss of price) in  order to earn sufficient profits to cover any amounts owed to you 

under this   Agreement; 

16.6.6.3.  Closing or cancelling any transaction, buying, selling, lending or holding any other 

transaction or taking any other action or refraining from taking any other actions 

at this time or at such times in such manner as we deem necessary or appropriate 

to cover or reduce our losses or To eliminate such losses or obligations under or 

in connection with any contracts, positions or obligations of your own and /   

 

Or 

 

16.6.6.4.  Cancellation and / or consideration of any transactions and profits are void either 

knowingly or unknowingly in addition to closing our accounts in accordance with 

this Agreement, immediately and without prior notice.    

 

17. Termination without Default 
 

17.1.  Each Party may terminate this Agreement (and the relationship between us) immediately 

and without prior notice to the other party. We may also terminate this Agreement 

immediately if you fail to comply with any provision of this Agreement or fail to implement 

it or in case of bankruptcy. 

 

17.2.  Upon termination of this Agreement, all amounts due to us will become due and payable 

immediately, including but not limited to: 

 

17.2.1. All fees, fees and commissions payable; 

17.2.2. Any trading expenses incurred as a result of termination of this Agreement; 

17.2.3. Any losses or expenses incurred when closing transactions or determining or 

reporting any outstanding obligations incurred on your behalf.  
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18. Current Rights 

The Termination of the Agreement shall not affect the rights and obligations outstanding an d the 

transactions that will remain governed by this Agreement and the specific terms agreed upon between us 
with respect to such transactions until all such obligations are fully met. 

 

 

19. Exceptions, Limitations and Compensation 

 

19.1.  General exception 

Our directors, officers, employees or agents will not be liable for any losses, damages, costs 

or expenses, whether arising out of negligence, breach of contract, false claim or anything 

similar to or incurred by you under this Agreement (including any Transaction or if we reject 

a proposed transaction) if such loss is not reasonably foreseeable or arising out of us directly 

or because of any gross negligence or due to any default or deliberate fraud. Under no 

circumstances shall we be liable for any losses suffered or incurred by third parties for any 

special or consequential damages or loss of any gain or loss of goodwill or employment 

arising under or in connection with this Agreement due to negligence, breach of contract 

or false claim Or for any other reasons. Nothing contained in this Agreement shall limit our 

liability for any death or personal injury caused by our negligence. 

 

19.2.  Tax Inclusions 

We accept no liability - without limitation - for any tax inclusions that are not appropriate 

for any transaction. 

 

19.3.  Market Changes 

Market orders are executed at the bid / order prices we provide. While the outstanding 

orders (Stop Loss, Limit, Profit Limit), Entry (Buy or Sell), Stop Entry (Buy or Sell) are 

executed at the price you ordered and then we are provided on the market. Or change the 

specified price of the deal or offer a new price determination on you in the event of a 

technical malfunction in the trading platform or in the event of abnormal or exceptional 

fluctuations in the price of the financial bond as shown in the market when we introduce a 

new price determination you have the right of acceptance or rejection and thus cancellation 

of the execution of the transaction. 

 

19.4.  We shall not be liable to you for any performance or failure to perform part of your 

obligations under any reasonable cause beyond our reasonable control, including but not 

limited to any malfunction, delay, failure or failure in transportation, communications, 

computer installations, Terrorist or other natural disasters or any laws or regulations of any 

governmental or supra-national authorities or authorities or failure of the broker or the 

relevant agent or the agent and agent of our guard, secondary guard, seller, stock exchange, 

clearing house, regulatory institution or self-regulatory institution. For any reason to fulfill 

its obligations. Nothing in this Agreement shall exclude or limit any liability or liability we 
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may have with you under applicable regulations and may not be excluded or determined 

under it. 

 

19.5.  Responsibility of Applications 

You will be responsible for all requests made on your behalf by any electronic service and 

you will be fully responsible to us for settling any transaction arising therefrom.   

19.6.  Pit Solutions 

You have to acknowledge that you did not rely on the conclusion of  this agreement did 

not expressly payment to its conclusion because of any claim other than the allegations 

set forth in this Agreement. We will not be liable to you (whether in respect of the rules 

of absolute justice, contracts or damages) for any claim or claim not provided for in this 

Agreement and is not deceptive. 

 

19.7.  Compensation 

You shall pay us the amounts that we may request from time to time to satisfy any debit 

balance in any of your accounts with us and - on the basis of full compensation - any losses, 

liabilities, costs or expenses (including legal fees), taxes, charges and charges Incurred or 

incurred by us in connection with any of  our accounts or transactions or as a result of any 

false claim you claim or for any breach of your obligations under this Agreement (including 

any transactions) or through the implementation of our rights. 

 
 

20. Miscellaneous 

 

20.1.  Adjustments 

We may amend the terms of this Agreement. If we make any fundamental changes to this 

Agreement, we will send you a written notice of at least ten working days. This amendment 

will become effective as of the date specified in the notification. We shall also agree in 

writing on any further amendments. No amendment shall affect any outstanding orders or 

transactions or any legal rights or obligations that may have already arisen, unless 

otherwise agreed. 

 

20.2.  Electronic Communication 

In Accordance with applicable regulations, any communications between us using 

electronic signatures and any communications through our website or any electronic 

services or all of the above must be binding on us as if they were written. The instructions 

and instructions given to you via e-mail or other electronic means will constitute proof of 

the orders or instructions provided. 

 

20.3.  Complaints Procedures 

We are obliged to apply domestic legal procedures to deal with complaints fairly and 

promptly. You can file a complaint with us by email, phone, e -mail, or a personal 

photograph. 
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21. Call Recording 

We may record telephone conversations immediately and accurately without using any 

precautionary method to ensure that the basic terms of the transaction and any other background 

information relating to the transaction are recorded. These registrations will become our sole 

property and will be accepted as evidence of the orders or instructions provided. 

 

21.1.  Our Records 

Our Records - unless they are clearly false - will be evidence of your dealings with us 

regarding our services. It will not object to the recognition of such records as evidence in 

any lawsuits since these records do not represent original, non-scriptural copies and do not 

represent documents created by computer. Furthermore, we will not rely on you to meet 

your record-keeping obligations, although records may be provided to you upon request as 

we may reasonably expect. 

 

21.2.  Your Records 

You agree to keep sufficient records in accordance with the applicable regulations to 

establish the nature of the orders submitted and the time at which such orders are 

provided. You may access the Platform and obtain your Commercial Data at any time. You 

can also receive your commercial data via email monthly or every 3 months after you 

submit an application through the support section. 
 

22. Notifications 

All notices, instructions and all other communications that we send under this Agreement must 

be sent to the address or fax number provided to us, unless otherwise agreed. Similarly, all 

notices, instructions and other communications sent to you under this Agreement shall be sent to 

us in writing at: 

 

Our Detailed Information 

Name: Gulftrader Global Investment Ltd, a Service Provider to TechCapital Process OÜ. 

 

22.1.  You must notify us of any change in your address to receive notifications, instructions and 

other correspondence immediately. 
 

23. Right if Others 

This Agreement shall be concluded, in the interest of and to be binding on our successors and assignees. 

You shall not assign, or otherwise transfer to others or assign any rights in this Agreement without our 

prior written consent and make any waiver, assignment or assignment to third parties or transfer of these 

rights and obligations in contravention of this Section Void. You further agree that we may transfer all of 

our rights, advantages, obligations, risks or interests under this contract or any of them to any person who 

may enter into any contract with us in connection with such transfer without sending any notice to you 
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and pursuant to applicable regulations And you agree that we may transfer to this person all information 
we hold about you. 

 

24. Right and Judicial Measures 

The rights and judicial measures provided for under this Convention are cumulative and are not limited 

to the rights and judicial measures provided for by law. We undertake no obligation to exercise any rights 

or judicial measures either in absolute terms or in any way that is in your favor or at the time in your favor. 

Any failure or delay by us in the exercise of any of our rights under this Agreement (including any 

Transaction) shall not constitute a waiver of these rights or any other rights or judicial measures. No 

individual or partial exercise of any right or remedy shall prevent the further exercise of this right, judicial 
measure, exercise of another right or judicial measure. 

 

25. Clearing 

We may deduct any amount (whether actual, emergency, current or future) owed to us in exchange for 

any amount (whether actual, emergency, current or future) that we owe to you at any time without notice 

to you. Violation of any other rights that may entitle us. For these purposes, we may return any 
commercially reasonable value to any amount that is or is not verified for other reasons. 

 

26. Independence of the Terms of the Agreement 

 
26.1.  If Client Account is inactive for three (3) consecutive months or more (i.e. there were no 

executed orders, no open positions, no withdrawals nor deposits), the account will be 

charged with a monthly maintenance fee. The fee will equal to 10 units of the account 

currency and will be charged on the first Sunday of the month following the three (3) 

months of inactivity. 

26.2.  In case the Client Account remained with less than 10 units of the account currency but 

more than zero (0), the account will be charged with amount that will set the Equity to zero 

(0), but no less than zero (0). 

    

27. Governing Law and Jurisdiction 

 
27.1.  Jurisdiction 

Each of the parties undertakes the following obligations definitively: 

 

27.1.1. Agree that the settlement of any issues or legal proceedings or court relating to this 

Agreement ( "judicial proceedings") for our interest and to comply with a final in 

front of the jurisdiction of such courts (provided they do not prevent us from raising 

any suit special courts and other judicial powers); 
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27.1.2. Waive any objection may have at any time on marking the place of view of any 

lawsuit is filed in any court and agree not to claim the lifting of these lawsuits are 

inappropriate or that this court is not competent to them. 

 

27.2.  Waiver of Immunity and Consent to the Implementation 

You must irrevocably waive all forms of immunity in respect of sovereign or similar 

territories of the proceedings; the jurisdiction of any courts; the eviction of the party by 

judicial notice or the demand to perform any specific obligation or recovery of any 

property; the seizure of assets (either before or after) Judgment); and the execution of 

any provision that may be your right or right to your income or assets in any legal 

proceeding. In general, you must agree - in any litigation - to grant, edit or issue any 

judicial order relating to this lawsuit, including but not limited to any claim, execution or 

application against the ownership of any order (regardless of its use or purpose) Of its 

use) is claimed or awarded in any litigation. 

 

 

28. Agreement 
Confirmation on interest policy: 

28.1.  Interest Policy 

 I acknowledged and confirmed in that he will not receive any interest on my account 

balance. 

 Ratification on Interest Policy the Interest Policy acknowledges and acknowledges that 

interest will not be accepted for my account balance. 

 

 

29. Terms and Conditions for Bonuses 
 

29.1.  These Bonuses T&C applies to all bonuses referred to at www.Gulftrader.ae, 

www.Gulftrader.com, affiliated sites, or distributed in all electronic communications. 

 

29.2.  Transfer of Bonus: 

 

29.2.1. Bonuses cannot be transferred between accounts with different beneficiaries.    

29.2.2. Bonuses cannot be transferred between different accounts with the same 

beneficiary.  

 

29.3.  Withdrawing Profits and/or Bonus: The client must trade at least 5,000 times the amount 

deposited, in addition to the bonus amount in order to withdraw the bonus amount and/or 

the profits. 
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For example, if a $ 2,000 account is funded and a $ 200 bonus is granted, the required 

volume to be reached in order to withdraw the profits and/or the bonus is 11,000,000.00 

[(2,000 + 200) * 5,000).  

 

29.4.  Expiration of the Bonus: If the bonus conditions in clause 29.3 are not met within 60 days 

(44 trading days) from the date of deposit, the bonus amount will be withdrawn from the 

client’s account. If this process harms the account, GulfTrader has the right by its sole 

discretion to wait for the client to deposit an additional amount. 

 

29.4.1. GulfTrader might leave the bonus amounts in the trading account by its sole 

discretion even if the trading account has not met the bonus requirement in 

clauses 29.3 and 29.4, however, the bonus amounts and the profits aren’t 

withdrawable by the client in this case, and GulfTrader can cancel the bonus at any 

time without notifying the client. 

 

29.4.2. In case GulfTrader decides leave the bonus amounts in the trading account by its 

sole discretion and the account total losses (closed and open) were higher than the 

total net deposits (deposits minus withdrawals) at any given time, the deposits, 

bonus amounts and any future profits cannot be withdrawn.  

29.4.3. If the client decided to withdraw all his deposits before the bonus conditions in 

clauses29.3 and 29.4 are met, and there are profits in the client’s account, these 

profits cannot be withdrawn or be used to generate the required volume, and 

GulfTrader can cancel the profits by its sole discretion at any given time without 

notifying the client. 

 

29.4.4. By accepting the bonus, profits cannot be withdrawn until the bonus requirements 

are met, however, the money deposited can be withdrawn at any given time as long 

as the account Free Margin will not be in negative amount after the withdrawal and 

the account has not met the conditions in clause 29.4.2. 

 

29.4.5. In event of Defaults according to clause 15, or in event of Termination according to 

clause 16, and in case the Bonus terms were not met according to clauses 29.3 

and 29.4 by the time of the Defaults or Termination date, all bonus amounts and 

any profit amounts that are subject to the Bonus terms are cancelled and cannot 
be withdrawn. 

 

30. Technology as a Third Partner 

Gulftrader harnesses technology to become a third partner, gathering information necessary to measure 
traffic, research and analytics.         

The use of third-party technology intersperses data collection, so we inform our customers that        

Gulftrader wants to enable third parties to place or read cookies in user browsers who access the  
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Gulftrader page. It should be noted that the third party may use the web reference to gather  

information through the advertisement posted on the Gulftrader website. Please note that you can 
change your browser settings to disable or disable common local themes and similar technologies.      

However, by changing your browsing settings, some of the functions of Gulftrader services may be 

disabled. 

31. Amendment and Review of the T&C Policy 
 

31.1.  The T&C Policy is reviewed on regular basis and at least annually, and GulfTrader may amend 

or update the T&C policy after each review. 

 

31.2.  GulfTrader will notify the client of the said amendment or update either by email or by 

uploading the amended T&C policy to Gulftrader website. 

 

31.3.  GulfTrader is not responsible for the client’s failure to review the website and/or his email 

and confirm the conditions and conditions of publication. 
 

 

32. Risk Disclosure 

Foreign exchange trading carries significant risks and is not suitable for all investors. The possibility of 

significant losses should be taken into account, so it is important to understand the potential 

consequences of the investment. Traders should weigh the potential gains against the risks involved and 

act accordingly.    

For more information, please read the Risk Statement. 


